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paullaura: i love knowing that this is a side project by the vlambeer team. i was
anticipating a full retail title for the switch. that said, the one element that the team

has always lacked is a story-driven experience. time machine ran afoul of this
problem in 2018 with its rough translation. p.t. was a perfect example of a game

where the story was rather uninteresting and the gameplay far more fun. and dont
even get me started on the audio game that metal gear solid v got right. the appeal
of this is when a game projects a certain personality and attitude. weve been given
a good one with this game. this vlambeer title is set in a drug-infested new jersey. it

may not be the most familiar setting for many. perhaps there are some that find
this more interesting than drug culture in san francisco or the worlds drug capital.

from the game, it looks like thats a desire of the developers to set a story that
begins in new jersey. now, ive never lived there, but my friend who has recently

divorced from his wife who lives there, told me that while it was once a nice place,
theres a sense of pride in the towns people that acts as a drug dealer and

prostitutes. they havent been able to get past that mindset because of the law and
drug laws in the area. vlambeer brings a similar sense of hard-edged satire to this
game. this is not a game with a preachy tone. as the game begins, we see a young
man whose life is in a free fall. he walks the streets of his former hometown in new
jersey, the streets, which now are infested with druggies, the streets that no longer
feels safe for him. in time, though, his life becomes much more dangerous than he

ever anticipated.
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the sound design is slick. the pistols, shotguns, and shotguns don't have the same
clattering noise as the other weapons. everything looks really polished in the switch

version. the costumes and weapons are much more enjoyable to look at than the
old pc version. there's a difficulty level selection where theres a score attack mode,

a game mode where you attack wave after wave of enemies, and a battle mode
where you have a squad of allies. its pretty easy to see which is the primary one

most players prefer. my concern is the effectiveness of the melee combat. there is
no kickback that makes it feel like youre actually punching the enemy. instead, you

use a number of melee attacks and it feels more like a brawler rather than a
traditional fighting game. i feel like melee in a lot of fighting games are geared

towards clearing the screen. you only have 2 punch combos and a kick combo so
they arent that helpful when youre outnumbered. you cant really tell what the next

move is in any given moment. weve had a few weeks of semi-inspiration from
dragonball fighterz. but it eventually veers off into many different directions. ive
been missing it when it was on xbox one too. i have a lot of respect for neon who

got dragon ball fighterz on switch. but theyre missing a substantial market of matari
fans because of this decision. it does look like theyve got a lot of love for the game
and that makes me happy. this is really an underrated game. i was hoping to give it

a chance but i just cant stand that they made the switch a whole new platform to
port this game to. 5ec8ef588b
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